Thalamo–cortical network underlying deep brain stimulation of centromedian thalamic nuclei in intractable epilepsy: a multimodal imaging analysis
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Objective: Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the centromedian thalamic nucleus (CM) can be an alternative treatment option for intractable epilepsy patients. Since CM may be involved in widespread cortico-subcortical networks, identification of the cortical sub-networks specific to the target stimuli may provide further understanding on the underlying mechanisms of CM DBS. Several brain structures have distinguishing brain connections that may be related to the pivotal propagation and subsequent clinical effect of DBS.

Methods: To explore core structures and their connections relevant to CM DBS, we applied electroencephalogram (EEG) and diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) to 10 medically intractable patients—three generalized epilepsy (GE) and seven multifocal epilepsy (MFE) patients unsuitable for resective surgery. Spatiotemporal activation pattern was mapped from scalp EEG by delivering low-frequency stimuli (5 Hz). Structural connections between the CM and the cortical activation spots were assessed using DTI.

Results: We confirmed an average 72% seizure reduction after CM DBS and its clinical efficiency remained consistent during the observation period (mean 21 months). EEG data revealed sequential source propagation from the anterior cingulate, followed by the frontotemporal regions bilaterally. In addition, maximal activation was found in the left cingulate gyrus and the right medial frontal cortex during the right and left CM stimulation, respectively. From DTI data, we confirmed concrete structural connections between CM and those maximal activation spots identified from EEG data.

Conclusion: These results suggest that the anterior cingulate can be a core cortical structure for the bilateral propagation of CM stimulation. Our DTI findings also indicate that the propagation of CM stimulation may rely upon integrity of structural connections between CM and these key cortical regions. Structures and their connections found in this study may be relevant in the interpretation of the clinical outcomes of CM DBS.
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Introduction

In spite of the development of new antiepileptic drugs to control seizures, 30% of epilepsy patients experience inadequate control of their seizures.¹ Resective surgery is a standard treatment for patients with pharmacoresistant epilepsy. In medial temporal lobe epilepsy patients, an anterior temporal lobectomy can lead to excellent long-term outcomes.² However, for intractable epilepsy patients who are not candidates for surgical resection, deep brain stimulation (DBS) can be an alternative treatment.³ The anterior thalamic nucleus (ATN) is a well-known DBS target for controlling
intractable epilepsy. Recently, some studies proposed the centromedian thalamic nucleus (CM) as a new target. CM DBS is more effective for patients with generalized epilepsy (GE) than for those with focal epilepsy (FE).5,6 Unlike the ATN, the CM has widespread connections into the striatum and diffuse frontal areas that provide a sound basis for CM DBS as a useful treatment option for GE and frontal lobe epilepsy.3,7

Low-frequency stimulation of the thalamic nuclei creates cortical recruiting responses (CRs).6,9 Some previous studies reported that the low-frequency stimulation of the CM causes CRs in scalp electroencephalogram (EEG).6,9 Various low-frequency stimuli have been used to induce CR; however, the optimal frequency of stimulation has not been identified yet.4,8,9 We chose 5 Hz stimulation for inducing CR, because 5 Hz-rhythmic slow was clearly distinguishable from normal alpha or abnormal slow wave by visual inspection. CR analysis is a tool for determining cortical activation patterns, mechanisms, and predictive factors with respect to DBS stimulation.8,10 In addition, CR has proved effective in predicting clinical prognosis and optimal DBS electrode position.10–12 CM low-frequency stimulation can induce a characteristic CR that suggests the wide connection between CM and diffuse cortical areas.3,13

We combined a multimodal neuroimaging and electrophysiological approach to conceptualize the mechanism for the antiseizure effects of CM DBS. To investigate the cortical activation pattern during the administration of CM DBS, we initially focused on a CR propagation pattern using a source analysis technique. Then, we performed diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) tractography to confirm and visualize the microstructural connections between the CM and the associated cortical areas.

Methods
Subjects and study design
In this study, we enrolled 10 medically intractable epilepsy patients (four males and six females, mean age 30.6±8.8 years, mean seizure duration 19.7±9.7 years) using the following criteria: frequent (more than 2 per month) and disabling seizures uncontrolled by multiple medications, not candidates for resective surgical treatment as determined using video-EEG monitoring (eg, multifocal ictal onset zone).

All patients were evaluated with a neurologic examination, clinical history, and brain imaging. Each patient underwent conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and DTI. Five patients showed structural abnormalities (four schizencephaly and one heterotopia), and the other five patients (two women) had normal brain MRI findings: three of them had Lennox–Gastaut syndrome (GE group) and the other two had FE (Table 1). This study was approved by the local ethics committee of Seoul St Mary’s Hospital, Seoul, Republic of Korea. Informed written consent was obtained from all patients who had the capacity to provide consent. For four participants (three subjects with LGS, P1–3 and one with schizencephaly, P10; Table 1) who were intellectually disabled, written informed consent was provided by the nearest family members or relatives who had legal guardianship. For a patient who was 16 years old (P5; Table 1), we obtained a written informed consent from the parents.

We inserted bilateral quadripolar DBS electrodes (model 3387; Medtronic; Minneapolis, MN, USA) into the targets (left or right CM of the thalamus) under general anesthesia using an MRI-guided stereotactic method. A Leksell model G stereotactic head frame (Elekta Instruments, Atlanta, GA, USA) was applied, and a stereotactic MRI scan was performed using an Achieva apparatus (Philips, Best, the Netherlands). We acquired axial T2-weighted images and volumetric T1 three-dimensional (3D) sequences and transferred them to Framelink (version 4.1) planning software (Medtronic) to determine the coordinates of the anterior commissure (AC) and posterior commissure (PC), reformating for extraventricular trajectory planning.

One day after insertion of DBS electrodes on CM, we performed 1-day scalp EEG monitoring with all patients, in order to determine the optimal DBS parameters. We applied the controlled low-frequency (5 Hz) DBS stimulations during EEG acquisition (refer the next paragraph). We confirmed the best pair of electrodes that enabled the maximal CR (high amplitude and consistent pattern) and used them as a clinical stimulation target thereafter. On the next day, we inserted implantable pulse generators (Soletra Model 7426 or Activa SC; Medtronic), which completed the preparation for CM DBS.

We applied long-term stimulation in an unblinded, monopolar stimulation mode through the bilateral CM electrodes at discharge (all participants received stimulation), using 1.5–2.0 V, 90 µs, 130 pulses/sec, and continuous stimulation mode. The chronic stimulation parameters were adjusted according to seizure frequency. We conducted follow-up with each patient every 2 or 3 months to monitor the pattern of seizure frequency and side effects after CM DBS.

EEG acquisition and stimulation
After DBS electrode insertion, all participants underwent EEG monitoring using a routine 10–20 scalp electrode system (GRASS Technologies Corporation, West Warwick, RI, USA). The sampling rate was 200 Hz, and 19 electrodes were
Table 1: Demographics and clinical information of participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient ID</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Age (y)</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Sex at seizure onset (y)</th>
<th>Duration of epilepsy (y)</th>
<th>Seizure classification</th>
<th>Brain MRI finding</th>
<th>Continuous EEG with optimal DBS electrodes with optimal</th>
<th>Mean seizure reduction (%)</th>
<th>Duration of follow-up (months)</th>
<th>Seizure number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>LGS</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Nonspecific</td>
<td>LGS</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>LGS</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Nonspecific</td>
<td>LGS</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-FL/LE)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-FL/LE)</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-TLE)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-TLE)</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-TLE)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-TLE)</td>
<td>92.2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-FL/LE)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-FL/LE)</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Multifocal (R-FL)</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (R-FL)</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Multifocal (R-FL)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (R-FL)</td>
<td>76.8</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Multifocal (R-FL)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Focal to bilateral convulsive</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (R-FL)</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-FL)</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-FL)</td>
<td>Non-specific</td>
<td>Multifocal (B-FL)</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Duration of epilepsy: P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, P10

Abbreviations: B, bilateral; cM, centromedian thalamic nucleus; cPle, centro-parietal lobe epilepsy; cr, cortical recruiting response; cTle, temporal lobe epilepsy; CR, clinical recruiting response; DBS, deep brain stimulation; F, female; F-CLE, fronto-central lobe epilepsy; FL, frontal lobe epilepsy; gTc, generalized tonic-clonic; h, heterotopia, r tapetum; M, male; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; y, years.

Duration of epilepsy.

EEG data preparation and analysis

We selected EEG segments during the waking state and free of artifacts from eyeball movement, blink, and movement for the baseline and stimulation tests. To analyze the stimulation effect, each EEG epoch with stimulation (EEG with maximal CR and time-locked EEG) was compared to baseline EEG epoch. All EEG data were processed using Insight II software (Persyst Development Corporation, Prescott, AZ, USA).

All epoched EEG data were analyzed using standardized low-resolution brain electrotomography (sLORETA) software (http://www.uzh.ch/keyinst/loreta). The frequency of the stimulation was fixed at 5 Hz. Therefore, we used a specific frequency domain (4.5–5.5 Hz) to investigate the difference in CR (5 Hz) between stimulation and baseline. For each EEG epoch, we calculated and stored the raw data for current density using sLORETA. The transformed current density data for time-locked EEG between 0 and 500 ms (0 point: stimulation on) were compared to those of the baseline EEG. The EEG epochs with maximal CR were compared to those of the baseline data for frequency analysis.

sLORETA uses a three-spherical head model based on the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) 152 template, with the 3D solution space restricted to cortical gray matter as determined by the probabilistic Talairach atlas. The sLORETA solution space consisted of 6,239 voxels at 4 mm spatial resolution in the 3D plane.
For statistical analysis, we assessed the localization of the difference in the current density between individual groups at a single frequency (4.5–5.5 Hz) using paired \( t \)-tests. The nonparametric randomization method was used to calculate multiple comparison-corrected critical probability threshold values.\(^ {14} \)

**MRI acquisition**

Before DBS implantation, we obtained conventional MRI, DTI, and high-resolution T1-weighted images using a 3-Tesla Siemens MRI scanner (Verio; Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany). DTI scans were acquired using a diffusion-sensitizing gradient \( (b \) value = 1,000 s/mm\(^2 \) along 30 directions in conjunction with axial images without diffusion weighting \( (b \) value = 0). All scans had the following characteristics: repetition time = 9,900 ms, echo time = 105 ms, field of view = 230x230 mm, number or excitation = 2, and 52 axial slices with slice thickness = 3 mm with no inter-slice gap.

**Mask of CM and activated cortex for tractography**

The insertion target parameter for CM remains unclear and variable as described in the literature.\(^ {17} \) For our study, we set the target by drawing the CM mask. The target coordinates for the CM nucleus were as follows: 10 mm lateral from midline, 1 mm anterior to the PC, and 1 mm above the intercommissural line (ICL).\(^ {3,17} \) We made the CM mask (8 mm\(^3 \) volume) in a standard MNI space using FSLView version 3.2.0 (FMRIB Centre, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK; Figure S1).\(^ {18} \)

We obtained the cortical area maximally activated (EEG with maximal CR) with stimulation using sLORETA analysis. In the sLORETA toolbox, the activated areas corresponded to MNI coordinates. The masks of the activated area were made in the same MNI space using FSLView. The normal cortical thickness was 1–4.5 mm, and overall average thickness was 2.5 mm.\(^ {19} \) We set the 5 mm\(^3 \) masks without a cerebrospinal fluid signal, including the activated coordinate at the center (Figure S2).

**DTI tractography analysis**

To elucidate tracts associated with DBS stimulation propagation between CM and cortex, we used probabilistic tractography analysis. The raw DTI files were converted to a single multi-volume NIfTI file using dcmtkii software (http://www.cabiatl.com/mricro/mricron/dcm2nii.html). All DTI files were processed using FMRIB’s diffusion toolbox (FDT), a part of FSL 5.0 (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). Each DTI file underwent eddy current correction for head motion correction, and we used the brain extraction tool (BET) for removal of non-brain tissue. All DTI data were processed using Bayesian Estimation of Diffusion Parameters Obtained Using Sampling Techniques (BEDPOSTX). BEDPOSTX runs Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling to build up distributions of diffusion parameters at each voxel. Then, we performed probabilistic tractography using the probtrackx toolbox. The CM mask was used as the seed, and the mask of the activated cortex was defined as the waypoint mask. All seed and waypoint masks were made in standard MNI space; so we used FLIRT to transform the masks to each participant’s diffusion space. The probtrackx process generated the connectivity distribution from the seed (CM) to the waypoint mask (EEG source). The tractography parameters were 5,000 sample tracts per seed voxel, 0.2 curvature threshold, step length of 0.5 mm, and maximum number of steps 2,000. The resulting tractograms were set to a threshold value corresponding to 10% of the total tracts generated. All thresholded tractography results were binarized and averaged across subjects and displayed in the MNI space.

**Results**

**Clinical efficacy (seizure reduction) of CM DBS**

We observed seizure frequency after insertion of the DBS electrodes. The mean follow-up period was 21±6.9 months (6–27 months). In this period, no patients had side effects associated with DBS stimulation such as death, infection, or pain. The total seizure reduction rate was 72.0%±22.0% for all participants. The GE group (three LGS patients) showed a 52.4%±25.9% seizure reduction, and the FE group experienced an 80.3%±14.0% seizure reduction. Within the FE group, two patients (non-lesional) had 96.1%±4.5% seizure reduction and five patients (lesional) had 74.0%±13.0% seizure reduction (Table 1). This clinical efficacy was maintained during the observation period (Figure 1 and Table 1).

**Spatiotemporal source analysis**

Immediately after CM stimulation at 5 Hz, the sequentially activated cortical areas were visualized using the spatiotemporal sLORETA method. The areas activated with statistical significance \((p<0.05)\) were marked on a spatiotemporal source map (by gyrus and Brodmann area [BA]) and a 3D-MNI cortical map. After left electrode stimulation (Figure 2), the activation of the left orbital gyrus (180 ms, BA47) was followed by that of the left prefrontal (BA47, 45, 46, 10, and 11) and anterior temporal (BA38) areas (200 ms). At 200 ms, the mid subcallosal, bilateral anterior cingulate (BA25, 32) and right medial pole of frontal (BA10, 11) regions were activated, which evolved diffusely into the right frontal (BA46, 45) and temporal (BA38) areas (225 and 300 ms).
During right electrode stimulation (Figure 3), activation of the bilateral anterior cingulate (BA25, 32) and prefrontal gyrus (BA10, 11, 45, and 46) was followed by that of both the dorsolateral and anterior temporal areas.

Source distribution of CR

Left stimulation

The sLORETA solution showed a statistically significantly activated cortical area in the bilateral frontal, left temporal, and right anterior temporal areas (Figure 4, left upper; \( t \)-value 3.685). There were no regions of decreased activation compared to baseline. The most activated area was the left cingulate gyrus (Figure 4, left lower; \( t \)-value 5.84, \( p \)<0.01, MNI coordinate −10, 10, 35). In addition, the contralateral cingulate area was significantly activated (\( p \)<0.01, \( t \)-value 5.34, MNI coordinate 10, 10, 35; image not shown).

Right stimulation

The whole cortical area showed significant activation during stimulation (Figure 4, right upper; \( p \)<0.05, \( t \)-value 2.774). Decreased activated regions were not seen during right electrode stimulation. The most prominent activation was in the medial frontal gyrus (Figure 4, right lower; \( t \)-value 7.58, \( p \)<0.01, MNI coordinate 10, 65, −15). In addition, we observed significant activation of the contralateral mirror site (MNI coordinate −10, 65, −15, \( t \)-value 7.08; image not shown).

Probabilistic tractography

From the averaged tractography across all 10 subjects, we could observe two patterns in the white matter tract from the CM in our probabilistic DTI–tractography analysis.

One pattern projected from the CM through the inferior and medial frontal regions. The other tract ran from the CM via the anterior cingulate gyrus toward the bilateral superomedial frontal gyri (Figure 5). The inferomedial frontal fiber showed only an ipsilateral connection. In contrast, the cingulate fiber ran to not only the ipsilateral frontal area (superior and medial frontal gyri) but also the contralateral mirror site (superior and medial frontal gyri) through the anterior corpus callosal pathway.

Discussion

Bilateral CM DBS could be a good treatment option for intractable epilepsy patients who are unsuitable for resective surgery. Velasco et al reported treating 13 intractable epilepsy patients with CM DBS, which induced significant seizure reduction and attenuation of frontal spikes and waves. They also mentioned that generalized tonic-clonic and atypical absence seizures were markedly attenuated but focal seizures were not after CM DBS.\(^5\)\(^6\) Valentin et al reported the effect of CM DBS in six GE and five FLE patients. The generalized group showed an 81% seizure reduction; however, the FLE group saw only a 10% reduction 1 year after DBS implantation.\(^4\)

In the present study, however, the FE group showed a mean seizure reduction of 80.3%, which is higher than that reported in previous studies.\(^4\)\(^6\) The discrepancy is attributed to the inconsistent patient selection, diverse stimulation parameters, or inhomogeneous target sites of DBS electrodes across the studies.

Some previous studies suggested that CR could be a predictor for good outcomes or exact electrode position. Theoretically, CR itself reflects a pattern of activation in the nonspecific thalamic nucleus that projects to diffuse cortical areas;\(^20\) however, we previously reported a patient with bilateral temporal lobe epilepsy who experienced proper CR after the repositioning of an ATN-DBS electrode.\(^10\) He achieved the most favorable condition: seizure-free state for >2 years (data not shown). Velasco et al\(^12\) previously suggested that the predictors of a good outcome after CM-DBS were case selection, exact electrode insertion, and CR upon stimulation.\(^21\)

The selection of the optimal stimulation target and the long-term clinical effects of DBS in treating epilepsy remain still elusive. Nevertheless, our results suggest that optimal stimulation of CM-DBS could be an effective treatment option for patients with focal, intractable epilepsy.

Analysis of CR and cortical activation with CM-DBS stimulation

In this study, we used EEG source analysis to investigate the changes in cortical activation by DBS stimulation.
Figure 2 (Continued)
EEG source analysis has been widely used to define ictal focus or propagation patterns. In mesial temporal lobe epilepsy, the cortical source distributions differ with the initial ictal discharge, and a 5–13 Hz ictal source correlated with the ictal onset zone. In another study with stereo-EEG (SEEG) and ictal source analysis, the source localization methods well correlated with ictal onset and the SEEG propagation pattern.

A few studies had investigated the connectivity between the thalamic nucleus and variable cerebral structures by analyzing the CR pattern and source analysis techniques. Whereas cortical activation was seen in the ipsilateral cingulate, insula, and lateral temporal cortex during ATN stimulation, CM stimulation induced a more diffuse activation pattern, which suggests the importance of choosing the optimal stimulation site for DBS. The CM has diffuse cortical connections and modulates the reticulo-thalamo-cortical system, which has a relationship with wakefulness, attention, and cortical excitability associated with the propagation and generalization of ictal discharge.

In the present study, aside from the wide cortical connection from CM, we identified two maximally activated regions in the medial prefrontal and cingulate gyri. These results imply that CM stimulation induced bilateral diffuse cortical activation, first through the cingulate and medial prefrontal gyri with subsequent widespread propagation.

**Structural connectivity (DTI tractography)**

We performed tractography between CM and maximal activated areas, which are defined by EEG source analysis of CR. Multimodal imaging and source analysis techniques have lately been introduced to both define the structural connectivity between EEG sources and demonstrate ictal propagation patterns. A recent study showed that DTI tractography could reveal a fiber connection between the source of an EEG and the magnetoencephalography spike. In our study, we illustrated the structural connection from the CM to the medial frontal gyrus and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The tract of the ACC propagated to the frontal cortex.

**Figure 2** Time-dependent spatiotemporal cortical activation pattern on left CM stimulation assessed by sLORETA. Notes: Spatiotemporal source maps, showing the color coded t-values of individual gyrus (A) and BA (B) over the time course immediately after initiation of 5 Hz stimulation. The t-values > 3.685 are significant at a level of p < 0.05. 3D reconstructions at selected time points (C–F).

Abbreviations: 3D, three dimensional; BA, Brodmann area; CM, centromedian thalamic nucleus; l, left; r, right; sLORETA, standardized low-resolution brain electrotomography.
Figure 3 (Continued)
Figure 3 Time-dependent spatiotemporal cortical activation pattern on right CM stimulation assessed by sLORETA.

Notes: Spatiotemporal source maps, showing the color coded t-values of individual gyrus (A) and BA (B) over the time course immediately after initiation of 5 Hz stimulation. The t-values > 4.6 are significant at a level of p < 0.05. 3D reconstructions at selected time points (C–F).

Abbreviations: 3D, three dimensional; BA, Brodmann area; CM, centromedian thalamic nucleus; L, left; R, right; sLORETA, standardized low-resolution brain electrotomography.

Figure 4 3D map of sLORETA images demonstrates the statistically significant activated area with CR.

Notes: Left stimulation (A): bilateral frontal, left temporal, and right anterior temporal areas were activated (p < 0.05, t-value 3.685). The maximal activation was observed at the left cingulate gyrus (t-value 5.84, p < 0.001, MNI coordinate −10, 10, 35). Right stimulation (B): diffuse cortical areas were activated (p < 0.05, t-value 2.774). The maximal activation was found at the right medial frontal gyrus (t-value 7.58, p < 0.001, MNI coordinate 10, 65, −15).

Abbreviations: 3D, three dimensional; A, anterior; CR, cortical recruiting response; L, left; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; P, posterior; R, right; sLORETA, standardized low-resolution brain electrotomography.
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bilaterally, rather than unilaterally. Our result implies that the ACC seems to be a hub structure for diffuse propagation of CM stimulation.

The ACC is part of the limbic system, which is related to affection, cognitive function, and seizure propagation. The ACC has medial thalamic connections that might play a pivotal role in the remote control of seizure synchronization and modulation. In GE patients, an EEG-informed fMRI study reported that the generation and propagation of generalized spike and wave discharges was related to the cingulate, medial frontal cortex, and thalamic nucleus. These results suggested that the ACC could be a key structure in the initiation and propagation of ictal discharges that could be blocked efficiently with CM or other thalamic DBS.

**Limitations**

Our study has some limitations. The number of participants is too small to draw a strong conclusion. We obtained EEG data from only 19 electrodes; hence, the highest resolution of sLORETA localization was not available. In addition, we faced important limitations with respect to obtaining high-resolution EEG data in our postoperative clinical setting (wound, dressing materials, and patient condition). To minimize the influence of EEG artifact, all EEG data were obtained under the same condition (after DBS electrode insertion with external stimulation, unified EEG data acquisition under the same protocol in the epilepsy monitoring unit setting).

We enrolled five patients with structural brain abnormalities (four schizencephaly and one heterotopia). Tractography was performed in each patient’s own MRI space, but the EEG source analysis was performed using a normal MRI template provided by the sLORETA toolkit. In this study, however, we intended to investigate the propagation pattern of stimulation by using a statistical method in the standard MNI space. A recent study performed EEG source analysis for patients with structural abnormality. They reported that...
the irritative zone of schizencephaly correlated to the current source distribution of the interictal epileptiform discharge.32 Therefore, our selected methods for analyzing the EEG and MRI data seem to be appropriate and concordant with our original purpose.

Conclusion
We found CM-DBS to be a good alternative treatment option for both generalized and FE patients. Our results suggest that the selection of optimal electrodes is tightly related to clinical effect, and CR may be a convincing biomarker in the optimal targeting of DBS electrodes in drug-refractory epilepsy candidates. The multimodal analysis using EEG and DTI tractography revealed that the ACC could be a key region related to both functional propagation and structural coupling from CM-DBS for epilepsy. In addition, CM-DBS seems to modulate the neural network and influence cortical EEG activation through diffuse but predominantly thalamo–prefrontal and thalamo–cingulate connections. Our results provide new insight elucidating the therapeutic mechanisms of CM-DBS. Further study including large numbers of subjects and more exquisite EEG data is warranted.
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Supplementary materials

Figure S1 Mask of cM that is target of DBs insertion.
Notes: The cM mask used as a seed point of tractography analysis. The target coordinates for the cM nucleus were as follows: 10 mm lateral from midline, 1 mm anterior to the PC, and 1 mm above the ICL. We made the CM mask (8 mm³ volume) in a standard MNi space using FSLView (version 3.2.0, FMRIB Centre, University of Oxford, Oxford, UK).
Abbreviations: cM, centromedian thalamic nucleus; DBs, deep brain stimulation; ICL, intercommissural line; MNi, Montreal Neurological Institute; PC, posterior commissure.

Figure S2 We defined the maximally activated cortical area as the highest t-value in source analysis of “EEG with maximal CR”.
Notes: The cingulate gyrus (left stimulation, t-value 5.84, p<0.01, MNi coordinate −10, 10, 35) and medial frontal gyrus (right stimulation, t-value 7.58, p<0.01, MNi coordinate 10, 65, −15) showed the highest t-value with stimulation. The contralateral mirror site (cingulate gyrus: MNi coordinates 10, 10, 35; medial frontal gyrus: MNi coordinates −10, 65, −15) was used for analysis of bilateral connection. To make the waypoint mask for tractography we set the 5 mm³ cube-ROI mask which centered each point and did not include the CSF or skull.
Abbreviations: CR, cortical recruiting response; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; EEG, electroencephalogram; MNi, Montreal Neurological Institute; ROI, region of interest.
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